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1+1=12: A Look at Mitigation vs. Consolidation
This article focuses on two approaches for combining multiple instances of Oracle® E-Business Suite
(EBS). For purposes of completeness and generality, we will consider two instances of different releases
(11i and R12), the processes that must take place in order to make them compatible, and the actual
combination of the two instances via two different options: Migration and Consolidation.

Goal
For a globally expanding business looking to streamline operations and get to R12, the general objective
is to conduct all existing business in a single EBS R12 instance. In our example, the company has two
business lines: one runs in an 11i instance, and the second runs in its own R12 instance. Here we will
simply refer to the instances as Current 11i and Current R12. When the Current 11i business is combined
into Current R12, the resulting instance will be a truly global instance, which we will refer to as Global
R12. The two sub-objectives to reach the goal are (1) to conduct both lines of business in R12 and (2) to
combine Current 11i and Current R12 instances.
Summary Comparison Between Migration and Consolidation
Two approaches are available to get from multiple instances and reach the goal of a single EBS R12
instance in which to run an entire business:



data migration plus sunset instance, and
R12 upgrade followed by eprentise Consolidation.

Migration is the way things have been done before when it was necessary to combine two instances, and
it is characterized as relying on highly skilled technical staff, labor intensive, supported by very general
purpose software utilities such as data loader. The end result is usually a compromise among schedule,
business, and technical constraints. Migration generally takes a long time and is expensive; it has been
1
the only game in town and follows practices and techniques generally used in the Oracle EBS community.
Consolidation is new, characterized as relying on a purpose-specific software product that displaces
labor, elapsed time, and technical risk. The end result has no business or IT compromises. We have
developed the eprentise Consolidation software to meet Oracle EBS customer needs, reduce the costs of
EBS, and improve the business results.
A migration approach generally calls for data to be extracted from one instance, transformed by custom
scripts, and loaded into a new instance. In our example, the company would need to extract the Current
11i data, transform that data into new data compatible with R12, and load the transformed data into the
Current R12 instance, forming Global R12. During a migration companies generally only bring master
data, open business transactions, and 1 – 2 years of closed transactional data into the new global
instance. As a result, one of the byproducts of the migration approach is a recycled instance that must
remain in a “sunset” state for 5 – 10 years, the exact duration being based on external regulations for data
retention and internal business operational requirements. Thus, there is an implicit redefinition of the
goal to include (1) a single R12 instance for future business plus (2) a sunset instance for the historical
data until its regulatory and operational usefulness expires.
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Click for larger image.
Figure 1: Migration of 11i business data into Current R12, forming Global R12
The migration approach calls for custom programmers to select and transform 11i data into R12 format;
albeit with whatever available R12 APIs can be used. Where R12 APIs are not available, the custom
programmers must also combine Current 11i Current R12 data.
The consolidation approach involves a software-assisted combination of Current 11i and Current R12
instances, forming Global R12.

Click for larger image.
Figure 2: Consolidation of 11i business data into Current R12, forming Global R12
This approach calls for Oracle’s standard upgrade process to transform all the 11i data into a R12 instance,
which we call New R12 in this example. The next step of the approach relies on eprentise software to
combine all the New R12 data and setup configurations into the Current R12 instance, resulting in Global
R12.
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The post-steps involved for reconfiguring interfaces in the Migration and Consolidation plans are similar,
and thus are not a factor in comparative workload estimates. Since the Current 11i business data in New
R12 will change during consolidation, it will be necessary to ensure that the interfaces are re-written to
utilize the reference data (such as customer number, invoice number, vendor number, item number, etc)
rather than the system identifiers such as customer_id, invoice_id, vendor_id, and item_id so that the
interfaces only have to be written one time and not redone after the R12 upgrade.
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Pros and Cons of the Two Approaches
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Comparative Costs of Migration and Consolidation Approaches
The following example spreadsheets calculate the minimum and maximum costs for resources for a
traditional migration approach compared to the cost of resources for the eprentise Consolidation
approach. Neither example includes resources for creating and testing interfaces, project management,
or database administration since those would be similar for both approaches. The minimum is based on
the shortest time and the fewest resources in the above diagram, while the maximum is based on the
longest duration and the most resources. A standard of 12 modules and a consulting rate of $1,000/day
were used in the calculations for all examples. All of the examples utilize a 50-week year and five day
work weeks. The total cost of resources for a traditional migration approach ranges from a minimum of
$9,000,000 (12 months duration and 3 resources) to a maximum of $27,000,000 (18 months duration and
6 resources).
The major difference between the eprentise Consolidation Approach and the Migration Approach is that
since there are no scripts to write, test, and revise, the only required resources are business users who
would test the functionality of the resulting consolidated instance and make decisions about what rules to
include based on the data requirements. The functional team does not need to configure the R12
instance for R12 functionality. Our experience is that the functional users would only be required an
average of quarter-time. The cost table below does not include the license costs for the eprentise
Consolidation software. The estimated resource costs range from $255,000 for a 4 month project and a
single functional resource per module to $1,020,000 for two resources per module on an 8 month project.

Conclusion
eprentise Consolidation provides a more complete solution at a lower cost and in a shorter time than the
Traditional Migration Approach. With eprentise, the total project costs are a fraction of those of
Migration. All history is converted. There is no need to worry about getting the right technical resources
or compromising the data integrity. Having the right tools make the users look like pros. Using eprentise
Consolidation software is the right choice for a successful project.

Curious?
For more information, please call eprentise at 1.888.943.5363 or visit www.eprentise.com.
About eprentise
eprentise provides transformation software products that allow growing companies to make their Oracle® E-Business
Suite (EBS) systems agile enough to support changing business requirements, avoid a reimplementation and lower the
total cost of ownership of enterprise resource planning (ERP). While enabling real-time access to complete, consistent
and correct data across the enterprise, eprentise software is able to consolidate multiple production instances, change
existing configurations such as charts of accounts and calendars, and merge, split or move sets of books, operating
units, legal entities, business groups and inventory organizations.
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